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LETTER

GET CENTERED
THIS SUMMER
Here we are at the cusp of summer! Our
Southern California winter’s rains gifted us
with super blooms and lovely, long yet still
cool days as the school year barrels to a close.
It brings daydreams of sunny beach trips,
mountainside camping, and poolside BBQ’s
with family and friends.
Here in Animation Land, our television May
sweeps episodes have wrapped and feature
summer blockbusters are in the can, so we
can all relax, right? There’s no mandatory
overtime or non-traditional delivery systems or
compressed schedules...right?
The idyllic summer image is where we’d love to be, but it can be a challenge to squeeze
it in between deadlines at work, schedules at home, bills to pay, the national political
news, our relationships to nurture, volunteering, the expectations we put on ourselves,
the desire to create, and our sanity to preserve.
Journalist Chitra Ramaswamy observed that “stress is what happens when we’re not
supported to do what needs to be done.” Sometimes we need to allow ourselves a
peaceful moment, evaluate the resources available to us, then re-center over our
support pillars or build new ones.
Don’t forget that you are a union member; your Guild is one of your supports.
In addition to contracted benefits like health care, pension plans, and the grievance procedure,
you have a community to reach out to. The Guild office’s two new Field Reps Steve Kaplan and
Leslie Simmons can provide assistance and knowledge. Attend a General Membership Meeting
or other Guild event to network and ask questions. Take classes to expand your skills.

ON THE COVER

Licensed by: Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. All Rights Reserved

The Iron Giant turns 20
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Explore mptf.com or Optum’s liveandworkwell.com (if you are an MPI PPO member),
with $5 co-pays for therapy and a myriad of additional services for everyone in your
household! These assist with behavioral health coverage, legal and financial services,
and consultation on many other work/life issues.
Attend a “Lunch & Learn” or suggest a topic for one. Past ones include Estate Planning,
Organizing Your Cause for Negotiations, and What to Expect When You’re Expecting in
Animation. All it takes is one person’s question to spur an event—that person can be you!
Check out our Political Action Committee or the IATSE PAC. Utilize the 401k plan—you
can start with contributions as low as 2 percent of your paycheck. Every little bit helps.
And always remember, you are not alone. So take that moment, make a plan, and include
the Guild. Don’t forget the importance of those summer getaways for recharging, and
along the way I hope you enjoy this issue of Keyframe celebrating the wonderful, crazy
industry we call home.
In Solidarity,
KC Johnson | President

5/20/19 1:56 PM

BIG DREAMS
The idea of non-profit corporations is not to keep the money. Six or seven years ago, that was easy for us to do,
because we didn’t have any money to keep. But, with your support, today we have discretionary funds, and the best
part of this very gratifying growth has been putting those funds back into our community with projects as diverse as the
ASIFA Archives, Animation Educators Forum, Animation Aid Foundation, Animation Preservation Project, Open Source
Support Initiative and our continuing progress toward completing the ASIFA-Hollywood Animation Center. Frankly,
without your help and support through memberships none of this would be possible.

Our sincerest thanks to all Animation Guild members who are also members of ASIFA-Hollywood
for their continued interest and support. We hope many more TAG members will consider joining
the world’s largest honorary animation community.

We are pleased to offer TAG members a 10% discount on all professional and patron level
memberships. Please use the code ASIFATAG1 when applying.
For more information on ASIFA-Hollywood, please visit asifa-hollywood.org
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Get Connected!
If you’re not receiving important
emails from The Animation Guild—job
listings, events, invitations, classes,
and more—it’s because you haven’t
opted into our email system.

You can fix that in under a minute:
Visit animationguild.org/email-list
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Representing animation artists,
writers and technicians since 1952.
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E D I TO R ’ S N OT E

A COMPLIMENT SANDWICH?
HOW MANY OF US HAVE
POURED OURSELVES INTO A
PROJECT—PROFESSIONAL
OR PERSONAL—ONLY
TO FEEL AS IF OUR
BEST EFFORT WAS
UNDERAPPRECIATED?
I know I’ve had that experience and I suspect
many of you have too. Authentic creative
expression requires vulnerability and by
opening yourself up to the world you inevitably open yourself up to disappointment.
That’s what happened to many of the
artists who worked on The Iron Giant.
They poured their hearts and souls into
the film then felt devastated when it was pronounced a box office dud. But their
story didn’t end on opening weekend. Over the last 20 years, the film has earned
a cult-like following with many fans worldwide. We reached out to some of the
artists who worked on the production and asked them to share their experiences
on the film (p.32).
Another show is also turning 20 this year—SpongeBob SquarePants. In our Final Note
column (p.42), Paula Spence shares her memories from working on the first three
seasons of the show and why the experience remains such a valuable contribution
to her career. I’ll give you a clue: It has to do with the people she worked with.
Successful productions are collaborative efforts and learning how to give and get
notes can elevate the quality of the work. Not everyone is blessed with diplomacy
but you can learn ways to make feedback more palatable. The article, Dos and
Don’ts of Notes (p.26), looks at best practices to use when receiving or giving
comments. Are you familiar with the compliment sandwich? You will be soon!
Cheers,

Alexandra Drosu
editor@tag839.org

CONTRIBUTORS
KEVIN HOPPS (“A Super
Team Up”) has made his
career writing for television,
starting out in sit-coms as a
staff writer for One Day At
A Time before moving into animation, writing
on shows such as Animaniacs, Shimmer and
Shine, and Young Justice. He’s a proud TAG
member and makes his print journalistic
debut in Keyframe.
Art director PAULA SPENCE
(“Final Note”) is marking
two full decades in the
animation industry; and she
made her onscreen debut in
SpongeBob SquarePants’ “Gary Takes a Bath”
episode (picture above). She regularly bites
off more than she can chew, and depends
on her husband, friends, family and five cats
to remind her of what’s important in life.
Freelance writer and
author KAREN BRINER
(“Children in Need”) grew
up in Cape Town, South
Africa where her garden
was home to wild chameleons. Her most
recent novel is Snowize & Snitch: Highly
Effective Defective Detectives.
EVAN HENERSON’S
(“Dos and Don’ts of
Notes”) career spans
journalism and nonprofit
communication. His work
has appeared in Orange Coast Magazine, TV
Guide and Los Angeles Daily News where he
was a staff writer and critic. While earning
his Master’s Degree from USC, Evan walked
the entire length of Ventura Boulevard.
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D E PA R T M E N T

ART & CRAFT

ARTIST: Nooree Kim
TITLE: Soft Bodies
MEDIUM: Resin
SIZE: 9” x 4” x 3”

BODY OF ART
Wrestling holds
a special place in
Nooree Kim’s heart.
Her family couldn’t
speak English when
they moved from
Korea to Canada, so
watching WWF wrestling became a family
tradition. “WWF was one of those shows
that could be enjoyed by anyone no matter
the language barrier,” she says. “The exaggerated movements and personalities of the
wrestlers didn’t really need an explanation.”
Today, Kim has channeled that love of
wrestling into a series of sculptures called
“Soft Bodies.” The process begins with a wire

9
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frame of the piece, which she covers with
clay. Once the figure is set, she creates a
cardboard “coffin” with the figure inside
and pours silicone over it. Then she cuts
the model out, revealing a mold that can be
reproduced by pouring resin inside of it.
Her passion for sculpting started when her
mom found an ad for beginning ceramics
classes as a child. She was always a crafty
kid, so she took to it immediately. She
now works as a prop designer for We Bare
Bears but has come back to sculpting as a
creative release from her digital day job.
“Having to design on paper or on a tablet,
I feel like there is a sort of physical barrier

between me and my art. But with sculpting,
it’s so direct, I can touch my art and feel
the shapes with my hands,” she says.
“Soft Bodies” is also a study of movement
in sculpture. Inspired by Italian sculptors
like Bernini, Kim studied the way a frozen
moment in time can still convey the
“sensuality and intimacy of the sport.” As
the two wrestlers grapple on the ground,
the piece contains all the tension of a
real wrestling match, like they might
snap into a new position in front of your
very eyes. Visit her Instagram page
(@nooreeoreo) to see her collection.
— Rusteen Honardoost
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ON THE JOB

WORK ANIMATED
IT’S NOT UNCOMMON FOR PEOPLE OUTSIDE THE
ANIMATION INDUSTRY TO LABEL EVERYONE AN
“ANIMATOR.” OF COURSE, THE WORD ONLY RELATES TO A
SPECIFIC CRAFT, ONE WHICH SEEMS TO BE SHRINKING IN
THE 2D WORLD. WE SPOKE WITH THREE 2D ANIMATORS—
CRYSTAL STROMER, TOM RIFFEL AND DREW NEWMAN—
WHO WORK IN TELEVISION ABOUT WHAT THEY DO AND
WHAT THE FUTURE LOOKS LIKE TO THEM.
WHAT DOES YOUR TYPICAL DAY OR
WEEK LOOK LIKE?
CRYSTAL: We usually have a week

TOM RIFFEL, an Animation Director and
Flash animator, started his career in Chicago
before moving to Los Angeles. His credits
include animation for The Problem Solverz,
Stone Quackers, and animation direction
for Mighty Magiswords. He is currently
Animation Director on Mr. Pickles.

10

per episode. We come in, watch the
animatic and the retake animation that
comes back. Then we have a list of the
scenes that have notes on them, so
we’ll just pull them. It ranges episode
to episode; sometimes we’ll [be] fixing
really easy stuff—colors or blinks—and
then sometimes it’s starting from scratch
and reanimating. Normally, we’re only
on one episode at a time. Right now, we
currently have three animators, plus our
animation director, so she’ll be working
on noting other episodes or prepping
what’s coming down the pipe while three
of us are usually focused on one episode.
TOM: My day right now fluctuates wildly.
We’re at the end of production right now
so I normally come in and just help with
retakes. At the busiest point, my days
would be reviewing two separate episodes
that were being animated, reviewing
layout for another two episodes, sitting in
on design for another—I’d have my hands
in at least five or six episodes at a time,
which is crazy. But then some days, I don’t
have any meetings, everything is moving
where it needs to be, so I can actually grab
a couple scenes and animate myself, and
those are very nice days.

DREW: I come in and I fix animation. Some

weeks I get to do end credits and I greatly
look forward to those. I just pitched my own
end credits idea and actually got it greenlit.
We’re in our ninth season, [and] there’s
so many people working on it. [When] it
comes back from Korea, they watch it and
they call out notes. Some of the notes are
animation, some are like, “Oh, the eye lines
aren’t matching up.” If characters are talking
to each other they’ve got to be looking
at each other correctly. Our coordinators
hand us a list of things we [need to]
accomplish and we try and knock out the
most polished-looking episode that we can.
HOW DO YOU MAKE SURE THE
ANIMATION MOVEMENT LOOKS RIGHT?
CRYSTAL: I have either a mirror or I take
a picture or video reference because
sometimes you just need to see it. If you act
it out, it will push you to actually perform.
TOM: Yesterday, I had to figure out if
a turn was working, so I got out of my
office and I was walking and turning.
People were like, “What’s going on here?”
CRYSTAL: There was one time years ago
[when] I was animating a dog and I was on
the floor crawling around and people were
saying, “What are you doing?” I look like I’m
insane but it helps figuring out how something is moving—how muscles work, or how

KEYFRAME
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ON THE JOB

stronger, to have seasoned animators. Now
that so much of it is outsourced, on some
of the projects that I was an animation
director on, I couldn’t find animators.
You’re losing the knowledge of people who
actually really understand that craft.
TOM: It just makes it more difficult to
find the right people for the job.
DREW: I’ve seen a lot of animators move
over to storyboards.
CRYSTAL: It’s hard sometimes to find
projects that push you as an artist in
your ability to grow. You get a job that’s
retakes, where you’re fixing animation,
sometimes it’s easier to re-animate it. So
it also gets a little frustrating that you’ve
worked hard to become really good at
your craft and then all of a sudden you’re
not allowed to be creative.

of animators in-house here, we’re
hungry. We want to do awesome work,
we want to punch it up.
CRYSTAL: I’ve had people over the years
question why I’m still an animator. This is
what we love. I love timing. I love posing.
I love acting. There’s nothing else that I
would rather do, and I think by not having
animators contribute as much as they used
to, something in this industry is getting lost.
DREW NEWMAN has animated for 12 years
in LA and hails from Cincinnati, Ohio. The
SCAD graduate has worked on shows such
as Metalocalypse, MAD: The Animated Series,
directed animated training videos for the U.S.
Army, and currently animates for Bob’s Burgers.

IS IT POSSIBLE TO BRING MORE
ANIMATION BACK TO LA?
TOM: If you set up the right pipeline, you

can do it here with a tight schedule.
CRYSTAL: I was directing on a show that

CRYSTAL STROMER got her start as an animator over 16 years ago after moving from Florida
to Los Angeles. Primarily a 2D animator, Stromer
has been an Animation Director on BoJack
Horseman and Teen Titans Go! To the Movies.
Her work can currently been seen on Unikitty!

they’re connected, how everything reacts.
TOM: I always go back to that song about

how every bone is connected to another
bone. Because sometimes you get stuff back
where like an arm is moving independently,
and I would say, “Well, everything’s
connected, so the torso needs to move a
little bit too. Remember the song.”
IT SEEMS SOMETIMES LIKE ANIMATION
IN TV IS BECOMING A LOST ART.
CRYSTAL: I know it’s not realistic to bring
all of the animation back, but I’d like to
have more animation done here. When I
started, I was at smaller studios where all
the projects were done here from start to
finish. And I think that made our industry

was a series of shorts. There was this one
segment that had four different shorts and
the producer kept asking me if I wanted
to outsource the animation and [I said],
no. Eventually, they basically gave me no
choice and [said] you have to outsource
two out of four shorts. We did the two
and then went to work on another project.
The other producer pulled me into a room
right before they were going to ship it and
said, “It’s going be too expensive if we ship
these. Do you think your team can get
them done?” And I was like, “Absolutely.”
And we got it done, and I got it done the
way we wanted because we were all right
there sitting in a row. I think sometimes
the outsourcing model has become the
go-to thing that everybody just assumes
is cheaper. For certain projects, it makes
sense, but for other projects it doesn’t.
DREW: When you export everything
overseas and don’t have any in-house
people, you are at the mercy of what
that company sends back. It [can be]
sterile because there is no intuition or
passion put into it. If you hire a couple
SUMMER 2019
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FRAME X FRAME

SITTING ACROSS THE TABLE FROM WRITER TANEKA STOTTS I’M IMMEDIATELY
CHARMED BY HER EBULLIENCE. SHE HANDS ME A COMIC ANTHOLOGY SHOWCASING
CREATORS OF COLOR THAT SHE EDITED AND PUBLISHED TITLED ELEMENTS: FIRE,
AND I’M DRAWN TO THE DYNAMIC COVER ILLUSTRATION AND BOLD GOLD LETTERING.
“I like my business to be as shiny as I
am,” she laughs. For this project, Stotts
gathered 32 artists and writers from
around the globe and gave them a space
to express their individuality. The content
was speculative fiction based purely on the
imagination with a collective theme of fire.
“Fire can mean so many things,” she says. “I
felt angry by how dismissed we were in the
comics community. I felt passion in making
space and showcasing other creators of color.
I felt this intimate attachment to this project.”
Stotts contributed a story to the anthology
(which won the 2018 Eisner award) called
“Pass the Fire,” that combines Greek
mythology with current technology and is
set in a virtual reality world. “I wanted to
have a lot of fun with a black female lead in
a science fiction story,” she adds.

Breaking new ground seems to be part of
Stotts’ DNA. She has carved her own path
in life and the journey towards a career in
animation has been unpredictable.
Born in Inglewood, Stotts spent her
formative years in Phoenix, AZ. In her late
teens, she started performing slam poetry
and for the next six years she competed
at a national level. After a short stint at
college, she decided it wasn’t for her. “I
wanted to get to work,” she says. At the
age of 22, she learned to code, moved to
Portland on a whim, and found work as a
video game debugger. Three years later,
she met her wife, Christina McKenzie.
During her time in Portland, Stotts started
creating comics but she also wanted to
address a lack of opportunities for queeridentifying and minority artists in the

industry. Stotts and McKenize launched
a Kickstarter campaign to address this
issue and raised $80,000 to publish an
anthology focused on science fiction and
fantasy genres. At the time, Stotts felt
that there weren’t any LGBTQ+ science
fiction or fantasy comics. “For the ones
that did exist,” she says, “all of the queer
characters were usually used as comedic
relief, or they were murdered. Fridged, as
we like to call it.”
The ensuing book—Beyond: the Queer
Sci-Fi & Fantasy Anthology—was honored
with a Lambda Award in 2015. She pauses
to clarify her use of the word “queer”:
“Queer is something that people choose
to identify as—not something that should
ever be labeled to someone.”
“Just knowing that people not only wanted
this content but wanted to share their
identities through stories…it was amazing.
I’m sometimes at a loss for words, because
I can’t really explain what it’s like to have
your life change overnight, but that’s
essentially what happened to me,” she says.
Five years after Beyond was published,
Stotts got an unexpected call from her
agent: A showrunner from Cartoon
Network wanted to meet with her at
Comic-Con in San Diego and the two hit it
off. After she received her offer and start
date, she and her wife spent a week packing
up their house and headed down to Los
Angeles in a 27-foot Penske truck to begin a
new creative chapter. For the last year she
has worked on an unannounced project for
Cartoon Network and also written seven
episodes for Craig of the Creek.

12
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FRAME X FRAME

“I felt angry by how
dismissed we were in
the comics community.
I felt passion in making
space and showcasing other creators
of color. I felt this
intimate attachment
to this project.”

Her creative inspiration ranges from Korean
dramas—“They are the most invigorating,
intense thrill rides; one episode will have 16
plot twists!”—to alien audio books and manga.
And, the years competing in slam poetry have
honed her ability to focus on story.
“If you want people to follow along on your
journey with you, you’ve got to get right to
the point. From the moment that you utter
that first word to the time that stopwatch is
clicked, you need to make sure that you’ve
fully impacted the audience,” she says.
Though now she is focused on animation, she
hasn’t left her roots and is planning a follow up
anthology to Elements: Fire with Elements: Earth.
She adds: “After fires cool new lands rise up from
the ashes. Earth…it’s healing and it’s reclamation.”

— Alexandra Drosu
opposite:

Stotts and her comic anthology cover—
Elements: Fire; above, right: Pages from
Pass the Fire
13
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IN PRODUCTION

WRITER AND ARTIST:
A SUPER TEAM UP
GREG WEISMAN STARTED HIS CAREER IN NEW YORK WRITING FOR DC COMICS.
NEXT DOOR IN NEW JERSEY, BRANDON VIETTI BEGAN HIS JOURNEY AT THE
KUBERT SCHOOL, LEARNING TO DRAW FOR COMIC BOOKS. OF COURSE, BACK THEN,
THIS FUTURE DYNAMIC DUO DIDN’T REALIZE THAT THEY’D TEAM UP ONE DAY TO
DEVELOP AND PRODUCE THE WARNER BROS. SUPERHERO SERIES YOUNG JUSTICE.
After making their separate ways to Los Angeles, and while
working in television animation for Sony in the early 2000s,
the writer, Greg Weisman, and the artist, Brandon Vietti,
started to become aware of one other. Although they didn’t
physically work together, over the years, Vietti directed
several shows that Weisman wrote, story edited, or produced.
It wasn’t until 2009, however, that Sam Register, President of
Warner Bros. Animation, had the fateful idea to team up Vietti
and Weisman. And since both already liked each other’s work,
they decided, as Weisman puts it, “to give it a shot.”
Together, they developed the series Young Justice. Now, in its
third season, the show can be found on WB’s new DC Universe
streaming service.
Working as a producing team, Vietti and Weisman come up
with all the stories. Sometimes, they start with just a germ of
an idea. Sometimes, it’s Weisman’s; sometimes, it’s Vietti’s.
Using colored index cards, they pin up the various ideas and
scenes on a big bulletin board. Eventually, germs become
scenes, and scenes become stories, which they then assign to
freelance writers (although, separately, they also write several
scripts themselves).
But, whereas Weisman had been writing for some time, Vietti
was new to the craft. And, as an artist, Vietti thinks more by
drawing than by talking. “Over the years though, I’ve improved
with the talking part,“ Vietti says. “My writing muscles are
stronger now.”

14
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IN PRODUCTION

Although animation is a collaborative
medium, artists and writers don’t always
agree. Vietti and Weisman are no
exception. But, from the start, they did
agree on one thing—that either could veto
the other. “If we don’t agree, it usually
means that there’s a flaw,” Weisman
points out. “And that there’s a third way
to solve the problem in a unique way.”
From the start, Vietti was a fan of
Weisman’s work, and admits that he
wasn’t always confident when it came
to working out stories together. “I knew
I had ideas, but Greg had legendary
status. I was intimidated,” Vietti
confesses. “But I’m competitive, too. I
knew I had to step up to impress Greg.”
Weisman doesn’t agree: “I’m constantly
annoyed by Brandon’s talent. I’m
ridiculously impressed with his ideas: like
the time he wanted to add an entirely new
character, Olympia Savage, to an episode
we’d already finished breaking. It raised
the entire level of the story,” Weisman
points out, adding with an emphatic tinge
of teasing jealousy, “And he can draw!”

production, he constantly comes up with
ways to deal with scenes. Sometimes, it’s
as simple as a truck in where none existed
before. If Nightwing has to make a choice
between two bad options, we push in.
Sometimes, it requires tricky editing or
after effects, such as creating a reaction
shot of Geo-Force by using animation from
a past episode over the background of the
one we’re working on,” Weisman explains.
“I’m constantly impressed how he can take
an idea to a whole other level. It’s not fair.”
They both agree that, together, they’re
greater than the sum of their parts.
To be at the top of their game, they
need to collaborate. The secret to their
success? Both believe that trust and
mutual respect play an important part.
“The starting point is to respect your
partnership,” Weisman says.

goals for the project you’ll collaborate on.
If you can’t agree on those terms, you’ll
have trouble moving forward.”
Another reason for a partner? “We vent
to each other,” Weisman admits.
“We’re therapy for each other,”
Vietti agrees.
Advice for new collaborators? “Listen to
each other,” Weisman suggests. “And if one
of you can’t convince the other of which way
to go, find a third way that works for both.”
Again, Vietti would agree, but he also
believes that it helps to start with big,
clear goals. “Focus on those goals,” Vietti
offers, “and trust that there can be many
paths that lead to realizing them.”
— Kevin Hopps

Vietti agrees, adding: “Trust begins with
knowing you have similar sensibilities and

As an artist, Vietti applies his filmmaking
abilities throughout the process. “In post

GREG WEISMAN (left)

Weisman has worked as a writer, a story
editor, and a producer. In addition to
Young Justice, he has worked on Gargoyles
(which he also created and developed),
W.I.T.C.H., Roughnecks: The Starship
Troopers Chronicles, The Spectacular
Spider-Man, Star Wars Rebels, and more.

BRANDON VIETTI (right)

Vietti has worked as a storyboard artist,
a director and a producer. In addition
to Young Justice, he has worked on
The New Batman Adventures, Jackie
Chan Adventures, Batman: Under the
Red Hood, Scooby-Doo! WrestleMania
Mystery, and more.
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AGEISM ACROSS
GENERATIONS
“When it comes to
age categories, it’s
better if we stop
thinking of it as ‘us
against them’ or
‘old folks against
young people’.”

HOW WE CAN LEARN FROM ONE ANOTHER
According to Wikipedia, the term
“ageism” was coined in 1969 to describe
discrimination against seniors, but has
expanded in recent years to include
discrimination across different generations.
I’m an older worker; I was there for the
second golden age of the nineties. I’ve
worked in several different capacities,
including character cleanup and hand
drawn effects for feature films, as well as
timing for TV and online cartoons. I’ve
been the target of ageism myself, but I
also frequently hear Boomers speak with
disdain about Millennials. I also practice
what some call “internalized ageism”—
turning the stereotype inward on myself
and others my own age. Examples of this
would be endless conversations about
health struggles, or insisting that, “I’m too
old to learn new software.”
Ageism and internalized ageism are
rampant in Hollywood. The idea that we

By Lee Crowe

don’t want others to know our age lest we
lose out on a job is just one example. Unlike
actors, we animators don’t need to be as
concerned with our physical appearance
when it comes to getting work, but we do
fall into the trap of being thought of as not
tuned in to the latest software or current
entertainment trends.
When it comes to age categories, it’s better
if we stop thinking of it as “us against them”
or “old folks against young people”. Younger
workers can benefit all of us by being the
go-between, between older workers and
younger production managers, and their
excitement and energy can be invigorating.
Older folks may struggle with software,
but they perfected the modern production
pipeline. The current pipeline was originally
based on pencil and paper. We’ve always
had files, file folders, production levels, and
naming conventions—it’s just that they
used to be physical and now they’re digital.

BREAKING
DOWN THE
GENERATIONS
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Many older workers remember being in awe
of the older animators who had worked on
the movies and shows they grew up with. We
couldn’t believe our luck when we finally got
to collaborate with these artists who worked
for Disney and Warner Bros. in the 1930s.
Sometimes older workers feel as though
we don’t garner the same respect that we
gave those who came before us. Not all the
projects we worked on were spectacular but
many of us contributed to great TV shows
and movies that helped earn the 1990s the
name “the second golden age of animation”.
Today, I would encourage younger workers
to learn more about their older colleagues
by going on the internet—or just ask them.
They would love to talk about their previous
projects, their triumphs and their struggles.
Undoubtedly, older workers have to address
and overcome certain challenges—for
example, technological adaptation. Boomers
didn’t grow up with technology at home, as
younger workers did, so that’s why it can
be challenging to learn new software. But
it’s still important to take the time to learn
new technology and stay relevant. Find
out what’s being used in the business and
update your skills. Take advantage of TAG
resources including the computer lab and
free classes offered through Eido.
Health is absolutely an issue for older
workers. Yep, things start to break down.

Born 1925-1945
SILENT GENERATION*
(74-94 years old)
*They’ve recently been
labeled as “The Silent
Generation” because they
had a tendency to work
very hard and keep quiet.

Yep, those years of crazy 80-hour weeks
catch up with you—carpal tunnel, old
injuries, and years of sitting to “get that
project done” all take their toll. Get healthy
(or stay healthy). The best way to “keep up
with the kids” is to take care of yourself—
eat right, exercise and do whatever else you
need to do to stay sharp. Staying physically
healthy helps to keep the brain alert.
Over and over, I hear older workers saying
that the folks they always called for work
have either retired, moved away, or passed
away, and now they don’t know who to
contact. It’s also tough when you’re in your
50s and you have to convince a producer
who is 20 years younger than you that you
know how to use Storyboard Pro, even
though you have no examples of it in your
portfolio. We remember when we were fresh
out of school, knew nothing and were given
chances to work on something for the first
time—and that doesn’t often happen to the
older worker. So perhaps younger members
can give older workers “a break” just like they
would someone starting off in their career.
Older members should get out there and
network. Go to the Gallery 839 monthly art
openings or attend the TAG mixers and union
meetings. Don’t be afraid to meet and talk to
younger people. If you walk into an event and
see mostly young people, don’t turn around
and leave—voice your opinion, be a mentor
and stay positive. Dare I suggest it? Be proud
of your age instead of ashamed of it. Don’t

Born 1965-1980
GENERATION X
(39-54 years old)

Born 1946-1964
BABY BOOMERS
(55-73 years old)

let it be a reason that you put yourself down.
And keep your elevator speech ready; you
might connect with a young producer who
needs an artist just like you.
That being said, when an older person makes
that connection with a younger worker, and
they share their struggles, the older one
shouldn’t assume that they know what the
younger one is going through just because
they were once 21. Being 21 in the ‘70s, ‘80s
or ‘90s was a lot different than it is now.
Let that young person talk, listen to them,
and respect their thinking. As a teacher, I
have met some brilliant young adults in this
business and heard some of their stories.
Some of their concerns and issues might
seem familiar to us older folks, but some
are a product of today’s environment. For
example, LA is expensive. The economy
makes it tough to be a young adult just out
of school—working a low paying job while
paying off huge college debts all while
playing “roommate roulette”.
And once they’ve landed that dream job, it
then might end. The studio can’t or won’t hire
them back. What did they do wrong? (Probably
nothing.) They begin to panic and think they
might have to move back to their hometown.
All of this can be mentally and emotionally
taxing. That’s where older workers can become
mentors and help calm fears. Together,
older and younger members can establish a
supportive network that benefits everyone.

Born 1997-2012
GEN Z

(7-22 years old)

Born 1981-1996
MILLENNIALS
(23-38 years old)
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AFTER HOURS

CHILDREN
IN NEED
MOVED BY THE CHILD REFUGEE CRISIS,
WRITER GRANT MORAN STARTED KEPYR
URGING THE FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT
COMMUNITY TO GET INVOLVED
Like many people, Grant Moran became aware of the Syrian
refugee crisis when he started seeing newspaper reports of
rafts and boats in the Mediterranean filled with desperate
people and disturbing accounts of children’s bodies
washing up on the beaches. These stories affected him
deeply, especially as a person who works in the children’s
entertainment industry. “The Syrian refugee crisis for me was
a window into a much, much larger, vaster and dark issue
with child refugees,” he says.

“These children
have seen and
experienced
things that no
child should
ever have
to see...”
18

The number of child refugees was astonishing: almost 50
million of the world’s children are refugees—one out of
every 200 children on the planet. “I realized, personally, how
ignorant I had been, how the worst refugee crisis since World
War II is going on in the world right now.” Feeling small and
hopeless in the face of such a huge humanitarian crisis, he
wanted to contribute in some way.
So the Emmy award-winning writer, who has been involved
in children’s and family entertainment for over 20 years,
searched for a group within the children’s entertainment
industry that focused on the crisis, only to discover it didn’t
exist. “That’s the thing that will break the heart of anyone in
our business… Children are being robbed of their childhoods.”
It soon dawned on him that he’d have to be the one to ring
the alarm bell.
KEPYR—Kids Entertainment Professionals for Young
Refugees—was born. Moran’s objective was to rally as many
people as possible from the industry around this issue and
create awareness. The objective was to make it easy for
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TAG MEMBERS SHARE
WHY THEY GOT INVOLVED!
anyone to go online to KEPYR.org and make a donation.
Moran emphasizes that one hundred percent of the
money donated to KEPYR goes directly to UNICEF USA.
Nothing is deducted for operating costs, as KEPYR is an
entirely volunteer-based organization.
“These children have seen and experienced things that no
child should ever have to see and UNICEF provides them
a safe place to land,” he says. UNICEF not only provides
medical care, trauma counselling, food and shelter, but
also a space in which they can become children again,
where they can play.
The response to KEPYR has been universally positive.
Moran says that once he explains the organization’s
goals, the reaction is, “Count me in.” KEPYR has evolved
over the past couple of years to a group of about a
dozen people who do the work every year, assisting with
graphics, social media campaigns and outreach. Moran
stresses that while he may have initiated the group, his
role is as a facilitator.
KEPYR’s big focus every year is the upcoming Kindred
Spirits fundraising event that kicks off June 14th and
spans two weeks surrounding World Refugee Day.
During this online fundraising event they reach out to
people to create awareness of the global child refugee
crisis and to invite colleagues and friends to join in
their support of UNICEF’s vital work. KEPYR’s graphics
committee provides messaging to actively help spread
the word on social media. This year they’ve set an
ambitious goal of raising $35,000. If they meet that
number, Moran says, they will have raised over $100,000
in the three years they’ve been in existence. KEPYR has
received matching grants from both inside and outside
the industry and they encourage other studios to match
employee contributions.
The organization also has broader ambitions—Moran
says they dream of traveling to refugee camps and, for
example, giving courses in animation. With the diverse
skill sets of members of their group, there are many
educational possibilities. But to expand their efforts they
will need more people to help.

Guild members who are interested in becoming
actively involved with KEPYR can contact Moran
directly at Grant@KEPYR.org

JOHNNY HARTMANN writes for Power
Rangers Beast Morphers and has an
episode of Netflix’s animated series
Legend Quest that should drop in the
near future.

“As a writer working in kids’ entertainment, you
always try to slip some kid empowerment into
your stories. Not to diminish what we do, or
the impact a good story can have on a child’s
life, but here are millions of children who get
bullied by the world. They need more than a
feel good message—they need food, water,
shelter, and safety. Children are the future; we
give up on them, we give up on our species.
It’s that simple.”
KEVIN HOPPS is a freelance writer. His
most recent work has been on shows
such as Warner Bros.’ Young Justice,
Nickelodeon’s Shimmer and Shine, and
Disney’s The Lion Guard.

“When I heard about KEPYR, about their
work with UNICEF to help young refugees,
getting involved with them, doing something
positive for people, felt like the perfect way
to counteract all the hateful rhetoric in the
news...All of us in The Animation Guild make
our living thanks to all the children who
watch animation, so it’s important to give
back when we can. And giving to KEPYR is
a great way to do just that.”
BRYAN EVANS has most recently been
working on Cosmos: Possible Worlds as well
as a book that will be released this summer.
He had worked with Grant Moran at Warner
Bros. Animation and found his passion for
the KEPYR project inspiring and infectious.

“In a media landscape with so many crisis
points, this one is particularly poignant
for the animation community where I
spend a great deal of my professional life.
The animation industry exists for the kid
in all of us, and it is important for me to
acknowledge my luck and privilege and
take action to help.”
SUMMER 2019
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ZINE

SPIRIT

ON JUNE 28TH , THE ANIMATION GUILD WILL HOST ITS
INAUGURAL ZINEFEST, SHOWCASING THE WORK OF 50 ARTISTS
AND MEMBERS. “IT WILL BE A TERRIFIC OPPORTUNITY FOR
OUR MEMBERS TO MEET AND NETWORK WITH EACH OTHER,
AS WELL AS A FUN, FREE OPPORTUNITY TO SELL THEIR WARES
TO THE PUBLIC,” SAYS BROOKE KEESLING, TAG’S DIRECTOR
OF COMMUNITY AND CULTURE. HERE, WE PREVIEW A FEW
MEMBERS WHO WILL BE SHARING THEIR WORK AT THE EVENT.

NICOLETTE WOOD
Wood has always been a fan of zines
and comics and she enjoys using her
creativity to design something that’s
tangible. It’s also, she says, a safe place
to share stories. “The types I tend to
make are usually personal funny oneoffs,” says Wood, a storyboard artist at
Warner Bros. “I like to take moments
I’ve observed and bend them at their
most absurd point,” she adds. “Mainly poking fun at how awkward
and humorous navigating through sex and relationships can be while
simultaneously trying to find yourself as a queer, biracial humanoide.”

MAAIKE SCHERFF
Scherff is new to the world of zines but
she found the idea of making slice-of-life
comics based on her daily observations
appealing. “It’s like a visual diary...
sometimes I get a bit lost in my thoughts
and drawing things out in a comical way is
like a form of therapy!” says the character
designer, who’s currently working on
Nickelodeon’s The Casagrandes.

20
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FABIEN TONG
For Tong, a storyboard artist
at Titmouse, zines offer an
opportunity to tell stories
he wants to read while also
allowing him to tap into
drawing for fun instead of
work. It’s also less daunting
than creating a graphic
novel— “so many pages!” He
calls one of his zines of the
“thuggish-ruggish variety.” “It’s cheesy action and cheesy
dialog inspired by the martial arts that I love,” says Tong.
“The other idea is just a fantasy world that’s inspired by
various video games that I’m addicted to.”

JOIE FOSTER
“My zines are filled with
colorful, cute animals and
sarcastic humor,” says Foster,
a storyboard revisionist at Fox
TV. “I enjoy flipping tropes on
their heads!” She’ll be sharing
one of her creations called
Heavenly Kibble Guardian
Corgi #3 at the Zinefest. “I like
creating zines because I enjoy
creating the jokes and stories I want to see in the world. Then,
it’s the cherry on top when someone else connects with and
enjoys the content I made!”
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IT’S AN ELECTION YEAR!
Have you ever thought
about serving The Animation
Guild’s community of
members? Now is your
chance. Every three years,
Local 839 holds elections
for five officers and 11
seats on the Executive
Board. Nominations for
the next term will be held
on Sept. 24, 2019 General
Membership Meeting.
WHAT POSITIONS CAN YOU
RUN FOR?
• President
• Vice-President
• Business Representative
• Recording Secretary
• Sergeant-At-Arms
• 11 additional members of the
Executive Board

WHO’S ELIGIBLE TO RUN?
• You must have joined the Guild
at least two years before the date
of nomination.

22

•

You must have been an active
member for at least 12 months
before nomination.

•

You must have been a member in
good standing for two years before
the date of nomination.

“Being on the Executive Board has given me a wider context for issues and working
conditions around the industry that I was only dimly aware of before,” says Brandon Jarratt,
who currently sits on the Executive Board. “If you are looking to take the next step in your
engagement, are passionate about advocating for your fellow workers, or have ideas about how
the Guild could better serve its members, I would strongly encourage you to run for office!”
For Sergeant-At-Arms Robert St. Pierre serving on the board has helped him gain greater
insight into members’ struggles and concerns. “I have collaborated with dedicated,
proactive board members who, together, work toward identifying important issues that
impact us all, and strategizing to find resolutions that meet our members needs. The
growth opportunities afforded to me through our local and IATSE have allowed me to
learn more about unions, about IATSE, and more about our own animation local,” he says.
“I would encourage any member who wants to be a positive part of the team leading the Guild
to consider a run for office, but do keep in mind that some time and effort will be required to
attend all Board Meetings (once a month) and General Membership Meetings (every other
month), listen to fellow members and understand their needs, and take action to build a stronger
community,” adds Recording Secretary Paula Spence, who has served on the board for 4½ years.

HOW ARE YOU NOMINATED?

HOW DO WE VOTE?

Candidates can only be nominated for
one position. All nominations must
be made at the General Membership
Meeting on Sept. 24, 2019 in person
by an active member in good standing.
The nominee must be present to accept
the nomination; however, if they cannot
attend, a nominee can signify their
acceptance in writing ahead of time
and submit it to Paula Spence, the
Recording Secretary.

The American Arbitration Association
(AAA), the organization that serves
as the judge of the election, will send
out paper ballots sometime in midOctober. Although every member will
receive a ballot, only those members
who have paid their 4th quarter dues
in full by 5:00 p.m. the day before
the ballots are counted and certified
will be allowed to vote. All ballots
must be mailed back to the AAA.

WHAT DO I HAVE TO DO
TO RUN?

WHEN DO WE HEAR
THE RESULTS?

You are not obligated to do
anything; however, candidates are
encouraged to campaign for their
position. Candidates will have
opportunities to offer statements
that will be published in a special
edition of the Pegboard and online.

Results of the election will be
delivered to the incumbent Recording
Secretary, who will announce them at
the General Membership Meeting on
Nov. 26, 2019. Officers and Executive
Board members will be sworn in on
Dec. 3, 2019.
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EVERYDAY HEALTH

Art by Kris Mukai

The Animation Guild members receive high quality, healthcare coverage
as part of our collective bargaining agreement and through the Motion
Picture Industry Health Plans. In order to be eligible, new Guild
members must complete 600 hours in a qualifying period at signatory
studios. Once you qualify, you will need to complete at least 400 hours
in the qualifying period to maintain coverage. But what happens if you
lose your job? Do you lose your coverage too? Find out here.
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A B O U T TOW N

TAG TEAMS

Disney TV Animation; Netflix’s Maya and the Three
production; Warner Bros.; and Walt Disney Animation Studios

top, clockwise:

TAG Tuesday continues to inspire members to
show their pride the last Tuesday of every month.
For the first time, Netflix employees mobilized
and proudly displayed their Guild T-shirts. If you’d
like to organize your crew, reach out to Director
of Community and Culture Brooke Keesling at
brooke.keesling@tag839.org.
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GOLDEN HOUR

Photos by David Yeh

The Animation Guild celebrated April Fool’s Day
with a mixer in Chloe’s at Golden Road Brewing.
Members had a chance to meet with fellow artists,
writers and technicians to swap stories, while
MacHollywood, who sponsored the event, set up
a Cintiq for spontaneous creative inspiration.
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DOS & DON’TS

OF NOTES
By Evan Henerson

You’ve submitted your draft and you’re
feeling good. Then come the notes.
Lots and lots of notes, some lengthy, some
absurdly brief…and the bubble bursts.
FRANCISCO PAREDES, A
WRITER ON DISNEY’S MUPPET
BABIES RECALLS GETTING
BACK A SCRIPT HE HAD
SUBMITTED. THE EVALUATOR
INCLUDED A SINGLE MARK
AND, NO, UNFORTUNATELY
IT WASN’T “LOVE IT. DON’T
CHANGE A THING.”
“THE PERSON READING MY
SCRIPT HAD WRITTEN ON
THE SIDE OF IT ‘WTF—AS IN

26
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WHAT THE (EXPLETIVE)—’ AND
GAVE NO OTHER CONTEXT,”
SAYS PAREDES. “ON ANOTHER
SCRIPT, LATER ON, IT CAME
BACK WITH A DASH AND A
LINE THAT SAID, ‘I LITERALLY
DON’T GIVE A (EXPLETIVE)
ABOUT THIS RIGHT NOW.’
THAT WAS ALL THE NOTE WAS,
NOTHING CONSTRUCTIVE
ABOUT IT. WE ALL HAD A
REALLY GOOD LAUGH ABOUT
IT IN THE WRITING ROOM.”

opposite, clockwise from top left: Raj Brueggemann; G. Melissa Graziano-Humphrey;
Ashley Long; and Lauren Andrews. photography by Tim Sullens.
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Notes are part of every collaborative
process especially in the creation of a
TV series or film. If you are realistic,
and figure that nobody gets it perfect
on the first pass, someone will have
an opinion at every stage along the
process, from sketch to storyboard and,
possibly, all the way up to screen.
Perhaps the joke isn’t landing, a
color is off or a character isn’t sprightly
enough. Maybe an effect needs to be
punched up or an established rule of a
show’s world has been overlooked. A
scene might not be cinematic enough
or—oh the irony!—the rendering may
be too artistic.
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Many an artist has an anecdote
equivalent of Paredes’ “WTF”—
receiving a hostile or nonsensical note.
Notes can be delivered via a face-toface meeting in the writers room, in
a series of emails, on a “noted-up”
Google doc file, or via reams of post-its
affixed to storyboards.
The artists and supervisors
interviewed for this story offered
an assortment of advice for giving
and receiving notes. To a person,
they emphasized that creative notes
delivered in the service of creating a
quality finished product should never
be taken as an evaluation of one’s

artistic ability or character. In other
words, notes aren’t personal. At the
end of the day, as one interviewee said:
“We’re all just making cartoons.”
Not that this knowledge makes
getting notes any easier.
“Notes are always scary—both giving
and receiving—because to give a note
means that you’re giving somebody
work to do, and to get a note means
that you have work to do,” says Jim
Mortensen, a supervising director at
DreamWorks TV on Trolls: The Beat
Goes On. “In getting notes, there’s a lot
of feeling, ‘Oh, man, did I not do this?
Did I not do this good enough? Does
this person not like my work?’”
Artists who cling to their own vision
instead of the vision of the show may
chafe the most strongly at notes, and
they may also be early casualties if
they can’t adapt. Industry veterans
say that there are ways for artists to
either work around notes or come up
with a compromise provided that there
is available time and the note giver
has an open mind. But given the time
and budget constraints that come with
studio productions, a note-challenger
may invariably end up having to make
the requested change.
“Sometimes a choice like a prop’s
color or initial design doesn’t seem
important in the context of your scene,
but it might actually have technical
or long-term story or design reasons
for being the way it is that you as an
individual storyboard artist may not
know about,” says G. Melissa GrazianoHumphrey, a storyboard artist on
Paradise PD. “You could have the
coolest idea in the world, but if your
supervisor tells you to change it, you
change it.”
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A good general rule to effective notes
is to note with kindness, compassion and
putting yourself in the artist’s shoes. This
is key, supervisors say, both toward fixing
the immediate problem and maintaining
good rapport going forward. To this end,
a collegial tone (“We need a different
beat.”) is more easily digested than
something that sounds personal (“You
need to fix this.”) Effective supervisors
often try to explain the reasons for their
notes in as much detail as possible,
and not to ask for a solution if they
themselves can’t offer one. And, always
invoke the endgame: We’re trying to
make the best show possible.
Jason Mayer, Head of Effects at
DreamWorks Animation, recommends
artists do research on the people who
will be regularly giving them notes to
help learn their style and preferences.
“If you know your director came
out of storyboard or 2D and [they] are
directing a 3D film, you want to frame
you work in such a way that you can be
talking about it a little more visually
than technically,” says Mayer, who
has recorded training videos that deal
with critique. “Same thing if you have
a very technical supervisor who was a
computer science major. If you know
what their background is, it also helps
you interpret through the lens of what
they want to see.”
Artists will invariably encounter
a situation in which they receive
contradictory notes or “direction”
from a supervisor who doesn’t seem to
know what he wants. Artists say they
have taken notes of their own during a
project’s discussion phase to make sure
they are covered. Then what do you do
if a comment seems to pull you in two
different directions?

“It can be confusing and frustrating,”
Graziano-Humphrey says. “It may be
the result of one of two things: either
you’re getting notes from multiple
people who aren’t communicating with
each other or someone somewhere
down the line changed their mind.
Either way, I’d suggest asking your
direct superior about the issue before
making any changes.”
The longer an artist works on a given
series or with a particular supervisor,
the more they will learn a supervisor’s
tastes. At the beginning of her tenure
on Regular Show, Color Designer Jessica
Yost learned that she would be working
with a relatively bland palate. Just
make everything look like it came from
Walmart was a general instruction.
The more detailed notes came as her
relationship with the show’s creator
J.G. Quintel developed over the course
of several seasons.
“He was picturing everything from
his childhood,” recalls Yost. “So if I
colored a truck red, he would say,
‘No, it’s supposed to be like my dad’s
truck. It’s supposed to be white.’ I’d
get lots of notes about things that
I could not possibly know, and it
became like a joke. He would say,

I’ll kn
ow it
when
I see it

:)

too tistic
ar

‘That’s the wrong color,’ I would say,
‘what’s the one at home?’”
By the time Regular Show was
several seasons in, Yost knew Quintel’s
tendencies well enough that she would
start making changes almost before
the words were out of his mouth. “We
were lucky to have a show that ran that
long and we were able to have that
shorthand. Sometimes, I would already
have a back-up color palette done
knowing I’m going to try to get him
to go for this, but we’ll have a backup
ready to go just in case.”
Having a backup plan or taking
extra time to try your own ideas
can be a way for artists to flex their
creative muscles while still following
the directions of the note-giver.
Mayer encourages creativity and
autonomy among his staff, while
also emphasizing the need to get the
assigned work done first.
“If you have this really great idea,
I don’t want to discourage you from
doing it, but I want to make sure you do
the work you were asked to do,” Mayer
says. “Then go above and beyond what
you think can be done, and we’ll show
both. I know character animators do
this all the time.”

“In getting notes, there’s a lot of
feeling, ‘Oh, man, did I not do this?
Did I not do this good enough?
Does this person not like my work?’”
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“The better notes you give at the outline stage, the
easier storyboarding, designing and editing will get.”
Invariably, a person will receive a
note or a set of notes they disagree
with. Depending on one’s place in the
production pecking order, a person
can challenge a note, ignore it or—
braver still—refuse to address it. The
diplomatic artist chooses their battles,
and rather than digging in one’s
heels and getting defiant, a couple of
supervisors recommend using the “Yes,
and” tactic—agreeing to the unwanted
change and adding an element to the
artist’s preference or using the “and”
to show an alternative (and perhaps
better) solution.
“Saying no could be interpreted as
I am not skilled enough to accomplish
that task, and I am!” says Michael
Losure, a lead effects artist whose
credits include Kung Fu Panda 2. “I’ll
chew on the requested change and
say, ‘Yes, I can do that, and it will
take this long.’ This [strategy] shows
compliance without hiding the cost
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and lets them decide how badly they
want/need the change.”
Not all notes take the form of calls
for change. Early in his tenure with
Big City Greens, storyboard artist Raj
Brueggemann was told to make the
staging of jokes as flat as possible.
Simple backgrounds and nothing supercinematic made for the best backdrop
for comedy.
“That was a great sort of universal
note I could then apply to all of my
jokes, all of my shots and all of my
staging techniques for the rest of every
episode,” says Brueggemann.
However, on a different show,
Brueggemann was once told to redo
an entire character design. A character
who was the show’s primary villain
didn’t look intimidating enough, but
the note was given late rather than
being addressed in the story outline.
“I had to redo every scene to make
that villain look more insect-like and

creepier,” says Brueggemann. “Just
a single line in the outline stating
what the design should look like could
have saved maybe 200 drawings and
a day of work. The better notes you
give at the outline stage, the easier
storyboarding, designing and editing
will get.”
And, every now and then, you’ll get an
unforgettable note. In a fantasy sequence
for the series All Hail King Julien, the
titular lemur king needed to fire a laser
out of his backside. “essentially a butt
laser,” recalls Mortensen.
“When I originally drew it, I had the
laser coming from between the butt
cheeks,” Mortensen said, “and the
note was, ‘The laser cannot come from
between the butt cheeks because that
implies that King Julien has an anus,’
which made me very happy that an
executive had to sit there and type that
out in an email.”
Lemur kings are anus-free. Duly noted.
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NOTE-IQUETTE NOTE-IQUETTE

FOR SUPERVISORS
AND NOTE GIVERS
• BE DIRECT AND HONEST WHEN
DELIVERING NOTES. HUMOR HELPS.
“I once had an artist who broke his SBPro files into so
many layers (because he was coming from a Flash
animation background) and the files were unmanageable.
Calling him in and saying, “Buddy,...your files make me
need a drink,” with a smile made it feel less like being
called into the principal’s office,” recounts Ashley Long,
Supervising Director Paradise PD.

• IN ADDITION TO DELIVERING A
NOTE ABOUT WHAT ISN’T WORKING,
HIGHLIGHT SOMETHING THAT IS.
It’s the old “compliment sandwich.” Praise, criticism,
and end with encouragement.

• AVOID VAGUE OR NONSENSICAL NOTES:
“Jazz it up,” or “Find the sweet spot.” “This tells an artist
you don’t know what you want, can’t articulate your
thoughts, don’t have a trained eye for the media or all of
the above,” says Michael Losure. ‘I’ll know it when I see it’
should be reserved for inexperienced Craigslist freelance
clients, not studio productions.”

• IF NOTES AREN’T BEING ADDRESSED,
REQUEST A MEETING AND
DIPLOMATICALLY ASK WHY WE
AREN’T ON THE SAME PAGE.

FOR RECIPIENTS
• ASK FOR CLARITY WHENEVER A
DIRECTION IS CONFUSING.
• TAKE A DAY TO “MARINATE” ON A
NOTE BEFORE CHALLENGING IT.
• IF YOU ARE GOING TO FOLLOW
A NOTE, DON’T SEND AN EMAIL
EXPLAINING WHAT YOU ARE GOING
TO DO OR HOW YOU PLAN TO DO IT.
“Sometimes writers write long essays about how they’re
going to fix a note,” says Michael Olson, Writer, Puppy
Dog Pals. “It’s a waste of their time and of the executive’s
time. Just fix the note.”

• SHARE YOUR WORK WITH
COLLEAGUES AND GET THEIR
FEEDBACK BEFORE YOU SUBMIT IT.
“I’m a supervisor, and I still go to my peers for notes—not
necessarily in my chain of people—but from someone
working on another film whose eye I trust and say, ‘Hey,
will you a take a look at this shot? Something feels a little
off,’” says Jason Mayer.

• NEVER TAKE A NOTE PERSONALLY.
IT’S ALWAYS ABOUT THE WORK.

“Try to empathize with the artist,” says Lauren Andrews,
Storyboard Director on Paradise PD. “Perhaps it was a
misunderstanding or a time constraint, but definitely
stress the importance of the note, and the expectation
that notes will be followed in the future.”

• NEVER MAKE THE NOTE PERSONAL.
IT’S ALWAYS ABOUT THE WORK.
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THE
TEST
OF
TIME

After 20 years,
The Iron Giant
finally gets the
attention it
deserves
By Alexi Drosu
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CAN YOU IMAGINE THE IRON GIANT SINGING ROCK SONGS
WRITTEN BY THE WHO’S PETE TOWNSEND? THAT WAS ALMOST
THE FATE OF THE SOULFUL ROBOT BEFORE BRAD BIRD CAME
TO WARNER BROS., WITH JUST THREE MONTHS LEFT ON HIS
TURNER FEATURE ANIMATION CONTRACT. HE WAS TOLD TO
LOOK AT WARNER’S 50-SOME PROJECTS IN DEVELOPMENT AND
CHOOSE ONE.
“‘The Iron Giant seemed intriguing to me,” says Bird. “I
read the Ted Hughes book, and I didn’t see it as a musical.
I felt that the core of the story was between the giant and
the boy. I took the story as a starting point and a question
occurred to me—‘What if a gun had a soul and didn’t want
to be a gun?’”
Bird gathered a crew together, many of whom were
young and talented but didn’t have much experience.
“We threw these people into the deep end and gave them
challenging and difficult scenes,” says Bird. “My rationale
was if we take the strengths of all of us and put them
together, we’d have enough to have a super animator.”
He also encouraged the artists to speak up, though
for the first two months no one expressed their opinions
out loud. Finally, he heard an “ugh” in the crowd and
encouraged the artist to come forward and share his
thoughts. The person erased Bird’s drawing and offered
another solution. “I thought it was great,” remembers
Bird, and from that moment a little barrier was crossed.
“The team’s ability as a unit just skyrocketed.”
Another team strengthening tactic was to invite the
leads of all the different departments into the editing
room to help keep everyone on the same page. “It was like
those photos of phone booths, where college students
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would pack themselves into [one] to see how many
people could fit,” says Bird. “You couldn’t move.”
At one of these screenings, they showed the scene
of the Iron Giant and Hogarth talking about death. It
was still in storyboard format but it had music and great
drawings. “It’s a delicate scene; it was hard for me to
write,” says Bird. “When [the giant] finishes talking with
Hogarth, Hogarth gives him this lovely little pat, which
Kevin O’Brien storyboarded into the scene. The giant rolls
over, and now he’s facing the stars and eternity. His view
is opened up, and he says, ‘Souls don’t die’…we looked
around and everyone was kind of starting to cry.
We thought, we might be on to something.”
The film opened on July 31, 1999 and was
viewed as a box office dud though The Iron Giant
received tremendous reviews and swept the
Annie Awards. Only years later, would the film
grow into a cult classic and celebrated.
“I felt like we were The Bad News
Bears and that we rallied together and made
something that hopefully will stand the test of
time,” says Bird.
Indeed, they did.
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WILLIAM FRAKE HEAD OF LAYOUT
Frake had just wrapped up Quest for Camelot at Warners when producer Max
Howard mentioned a new project called The Iron Giant with Brad Bird, a name
familiar to Frake. “I remembered him from when he was 16 in the training
program at Walt Disney Studios— everybody was in awe of this little kid. I said,
‘Yes, whatever he’s working on, I’d love to work on it.’”
It was such an innovative idea and only
a few people knew about it. We went up
to Rockport, Maine to go through the
locations, the junkyards and the small
towns. Brad was a big believer in having
the experience first and then drawing
from your experiences. When we walked
through the towns, we really got a sense
of the environment, of the people. It was
like an emotional scouting trip.
One of our realizations was that it
was 1990 in Maine, but it felt like the
‘70s. I asked Brad, “What period is this
taking place?” He said, “In 1959, 1960.”
And I said, “If that’s the case, they would
have stuff from the ‘30s and ‘40s.” I also
brought in my collection of Saturday
Evening Posts from the 1950s and the
1960s, and we laid them all on the table.
You could see the toys, the clothes, the
people, the events, the concerns of the
Cold War—and we really got everybody
up to speed. It wasn’t like making tires; it
wasn’t a factory. We had the vision of the
car without even building it.
I was head of layout on the Toontown
section of Who Framed Roger Rabbit so I
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was familiar with a lot of the restrictions.
The idea was to create CG grids on the
ground for the Iron Giant to walk on,
and then the technique would be kind
of like Roger Rabbit—to then paint an
actual 2D background on top. When
the giant walked, he would walk in a 2D
background registered to the character.
Once they animated the giant—that
was the God mode—basically everything
tracked to match where the giant was.
We’d draw around the character, which is
kind of opposite of standard 2D, rough it
out, put a background, and then animate
it, and then you put your backgrounds
over top and clean it up later. But to save
a lot of time it had to be figured out in
storyboards first—how you want to frame
it on the screen?
It’s a vertical character on a horizontal
environment, which was really hard to
get scale on. I did a lot of staging and
composing to get the giant to feel really
big. Mark Andrews’ storyboards were just
right on the money but once he got done
in story, how do you make sure it fits in
this little box? We were always going

“There’s a couple
of films in your
lifetime if you’re
lucky to work
on them, they
last beyond your
lifetime. It wasn’t
a job, it was an
experience, it was a
kind of love affair.”
back and forth, and Brad was a big fan
of—you don’t have to show everything to
see everything. If you see the foot of Iron
Giant next to a human object, like a car,
you know he’s really big.
Everyday was a challenge, and I really
loved it. We didn’t have the technology
they have now so I called friends at
LucasFilm, took a week and I built the
entire town in a model with the streets
and the little diner and forest so we could
now literally have a visual interpretation.
I also got an architectural program,
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left: Clever ways of
framing the Iron Giant next
to Hogarth was critical to
establishing scale

formZ, to build Hogarth’s house. Once
we got the rooms where we wanted, you
could show it to the board artists, and
they would get the story down.
This set was very interactive and the
background was an additional character.
If you have one character and the
environment, that’s two characters in
the scene. And then an objective viewer,
the third character, is the camera that’s
watching what’s going on. Once we had
that triangle established, then we could do
the traditional 2D camera work, to adjust
the cameras where Brad wanted them.
But then if they had the Iron Giant in the
scene, you would do computer tracking
of the camera. If it didn’t work we’d try
something else.
We had half the schedule, half the
time, half the money. For instance, we
were told, “You cannot have any snow
because you’ve used up all the money.”
I remember Brad said, “We need snow,
it’s a story point.” We painted snowy
backgrounds in 2D, with a couple of little
snowflakes, and then towards the end
of the film when the snow has to come
down, we used effects.
When I started to see the dailies, I was
shocked at how beautiful it was. I realized
we had an amazing film on our hands, and
I was very surprised when it came out
and it wasn’t supported. I stayed out of
the industry for about a year, and I said,
“Maybe I’m not going to do this anymore
because we did the best we could and it
didn’t go anywhere.”
There’s a couple of films in your
lifetime if you’re lucky to work on them,
they last beyond your lifetime. It wasn’t a
job, it was an experience, it was a kind of
love affair.
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ALAN BODNER ART DIRECTOR
Bodner had been working for Warner Bros. Classic Animation under legendary
background artist Dick Thomas when storyboard artist Harry Sabin mentioned
his name to Brad Bird. “I showed the core team my work. Later I learned that it
was my fine art, my abstract paintings, that really caught Brad’s eye, something
in the color that he really responded to,” says Bodner. He was offered the art
director job even though he had never worked in feature films and was relatively
inexperienced by his estimation.
I began going through the storyboards
pinpointing key moments to create a
color script. Production Designer Mark
Whiting really had spent quite a bit of
time with visual development pieces,
so I wanted to stay true to his initial
design vision. That’s when it became
interesting to me because I hadn’t ever
done color scripts. I had art directed a
little bit for Warner Classics, where I was
painting and keying backgrounds. On
this film I started to understand that it
wasn’t just about a single painting; I was
really learning to understand how to tell
a story through color. I think that’s what
Brad imparted to me. I watched movies
with him and he would point things out

to me. It was like I was going to a college
course in cinema. I remember taking
frames of black and white films and just
copying the lighting. A lot of the films
were film noir, filled with mood. The
challenge with The Iron Giant was to go
from a happy place to a very dangerous
one with the film’s color.
As we built toward the final battle, the
saturation of color went from bright to
muted. The whole idea was it’s getting
colder and colder as the giant is starting
to transform. Everybody’s really scared
of this giant. In order to make the Iron
Giant become the gun, the color was
desaturated over time. This gave the
scene the most impact when the giant
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SEQ 12 POWER STATION

COLOR SCRIPT

above: One of Bodner’s
paintings setting the mood;
(right) an example of the
color script.

COLOR KEYS
gets angry. As the snow comes in, the
scene is blanketed with white, and the
battle takes place in a blaze of reds.
In developing the style for this
period in time, we took from many
places—1950’s movies, Sears catalogs,
the Saturday Evening Post. I collected
photos of Maine in the winter and
autumn to get those beautiful
changing of season colors.
All backgrounds were painted
traditionally; in addition, I actually
started to use the computer on the
job. At Warner Classics, I had spent
months painting bullseyes to learn
air brushing. Now, I was painting
clouds to learn PhotoShop. I worked
back and forth with the layout and
background departments. It was
wonderful working with both Bill
Frake (Head of Layout) and Dennis
Venizelos (Head of Background).
The real challenge was having to
impart color direction and style ideas
to the department’s crew. Coming
from small department at Warner
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Classics, I had never overseen that
many people before. This film was
a lesson in how to work with many
people and keep it moving forward.
Every day, I would go around to each
department. I have always felt that to
get the best out of an artist, you must
let them have a voice. It’s a balancing
act. You want the overall look to be
unified but you still want everybody
to be able to bring what they have
to say to the table. We had reviews
continuously. A lot of those times
I was with Brad. I truly felt that if I
could get the look to 85 percent, Brad
would take it to the finish.
You just knew this was a special
film to be a part of. The talent I was
surrounded by was incredible. To
have taken a leap into a different
world and help make something
beautiful and memorable was most
gratifying. I truly grew from the
whole experience. It’s just one of the
greatest gifts of my career.

“To have taken
a leap into a
different world
and help make
something
beautiful and
memorable was
most gratifying. I
truly grew from the
whole experience.”
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STEVE MARKOWSKI SUPERVISING ANIMATOR
Markowski first met Bird while working as a storyboard artist on The Simpsons. Later,
he started working at Turner Animation, developing a film called Wolves, where he did
a CG wireframe animation test of wolves being chased by a helicopter. “Brad had seen
this test, and when he chose to do The Iron Giant he asked me to do the animation of
the giant,” says Markowski.
In the design stage, knowing I would
be the supervising animator for the Iron
Giant, I was coming at it not only from the
aesthetic point of view but with an eye
toward functionality. How do I express
emotion with this thing that we design?
Brad always posed two extremes—C-3PO,
very un-emotive in his face, and on the
other extreme the Tin Man from The Wizard
of Oz, clearly a man under makeup. We had
seen some early tests before Brad came on
and they had a lot of mechanical parts on
the face to force emoting, but we thought
it felt contrived.
We tried to figure out what was the most
we could get away with using the least
amount of moving parts. I came up with
some theories about the mouth—we didn’t
want lips—but if we took our simple hinged
jaw and slid it up and down, we could make
it express different mouth shapes.
And of course there was no reason why
the giant would have expressive eyebrows.
He’s not designed to emote; he was
designed to be a weapon. But we could
believe that he would have protective eye
shields. So we used those as eyelids, and by
angling them correctly we could use them
to express emotion like eyebrows. We also
treated the eyes like a light behind a piece
of frosted glass—you could make them
get brighter or look smaller. Between the
two concepts, we were able to get some
pretty good expressions. The body was less
restrictive but we focused on how to build
a robot that is designed to be a weapon
which is at the heart of the story.
Brad was always going for a 50’s robot
kind of look and because it’s the Iron Giant
there was a tendency to make it iron
colored and covered with
rivets but that started
to give it more of an
Industrial Era feel.
Joe Johnston
did some
early
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design sketches where he utilized 50’s like
elements—fins on the shoulder and grill
work on his chest.
We could go a bit more “alien” when he
turns into the battle mode giant—embrace
the slick style of 50’s sci-fi conceptual
work—like when the chest opens he has a
more organic shape, and also having a big
bubble helmet form around his head. Brad
also asked for the The War of the Worlds cobra
head tentacles to come out from his back.
Brad wanted to do the giant in CG
because he thought it was better suited
for a computer but he also wanted it to
blend in with the traditional, hand-drawn
animation. So, we tried to do as much of
the animation on two’s as possible. The
technical crew, in particular Brian Gardner,
wrote a cel shader that was remarkably
good even to the point of giving it wobble
in the line like a human hand would draw.
We did our best to force as much human
aspect into the treatment of the technical
aspects, and make it look less CG.
At the time, CG animation tended to
not be as refined. It tended to have a very
floaty feel so we decided to time it just
like 2D animation. We wanted to treat
him like a robot—stiff and mechanical in
his movement. Emphasizing his weight
became vital. His basic walk cycle was 13
frames up and 8 down so his body felt very
hard to lift and heavy to drop.
The Iron Giant evolves
emotionally and the
stages are very
clear in
the

story. The first time you see him he’s just
a wall of steel in front of a ship. When
Hogarth meets him, we wanted to indicate
that there’s some thought process, the
tilt of a head, but he’s still mechanical in
his motions. Next, he’s watching Hogarth,
imitating him, and trying to communicate.
In the next stage, we thought of him as a
giant puppy who follows the boy home.
Then he becomes more of a childhood
friend to Hogarth, and as he’s humanizing
we started slipping in things like blinking.
We have a wonderful scene where he’s

“Making The Iron
Giant, we felt like a
ragtag team doing
something outside
the norm and
we loved every
minute. That’s a
rare experience.”
questioning whether he’s alive and has a
soul. By the end, the giant has, in some
ways, moved beyond Hogarth. As he flies
up towards that missile and he closes his
eyes ...we understand that he’s sacrificing
himself so that he can live up to his heroic
ideal—Superman.
Making The Iron Giant, we felt like a
ragtag team doing something
outside the norm and we
loved every minute. That’s a
rare experience. I remember
going to see the movie with
my wife on opening night
in a theater that was largely
empty. But there happened to
be a father and his young daughter
sitting in front of us. Near the end of the
movie when the giant destroys the missile,
my wife nudged me; I looked and saw the
father had his glasses off wiping his eyes. I
said, maybe a lot of people aren’t seeing it
but what we did really worked. It took a
while, but I think the giant’s getting the
attention he deserves, finally.
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ALLEN FOSTER HEAD OF EFFECTS
Returning back to Warner Bros. Feature Animation after supervising 2D effects on
Space Jam, Foster set up a digital special effects unit at a time when animation was just
starting to encompass more digital techniques and CGI. One of the producers for Space
Jam moved over to work on The Iron Giant and recommended him to Brad Bird. “ We
met and got along great and from there on, I was his Head of Effects,” says Foster.
We were all part of a small, tight crew
working on this film. As a production
unit, we felt isolated from the main
Warner lot and determined to prove
we were the little engine that could.
There was an amazing camaraderie. It
was very clear that we were going to be
early starters in incorporating digital
techniques and CGI into animated
feature films. The Iron Giant was being
designed in a traditional 2D style set in
the 1950’s. I’d already set up a digital
effects unit at Warner Feature Animation
after returning from Space Jam. This
new unit was incorporating compositing
tools, particle systems, Elastic Reality
and all tools we could find for this digital
progression forward. These were early
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days of CGI animation and for The Iron
Giant we were going to be using a beta
version of Alias/Wavefront in production.
I knew early on that there was going
to be a heavy and dramatic storm
sequence at the beginning of the film.
I’ve supervised most of my career and I
usually take on something heavy just so
the team knows to trust how I lead. I had
experience creating a storm at sea from
working on a Shell Oil commercial with
Richard Williams Studio in London. This
storm sequence needed all the dramatic
effects possible as a lead-in to the film.
I decided to use CG for the ocean and
soon discovered we didn’t have all the
tools available within the Maya software.
I ended up buying a game-related CG

software to cover functions I needed for
the ocean’s surface. After working with
the effects team during the day, I would
go home and create all the CG ocean
animation. I would then render it out and
bring it into the studio to integrate into
all the other elements.
I needed the CG displacement for
some of the surface detail and created
the surface shaders that would help
give me that very stylized 2D rendered
ocean look. Initially, I animated the
ocean as one complete piece then broke
it up into multiple traditional animation
layers and rendered in black and white.
I didn’t want to render in color because
I would do all that when I composited
the final elements together. I could go in
afterwards and add gradients and lighting
effects sympathetic to the look of the 2D
artwork.
We were constantly treading that line
between maintaining the 2D style of ‘50s
animation while engineering the CGI into
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backgrounds, one fully illuminated by
flashlight and the other at night. We used
the night background and overlayed the
lighter background where illuminated
by the flashlight. We would track the
beam and use gradients over the lights
to show falloff. As the flashlight [shines]
through the trees, we added digital
effects to create light shards breaking
through the branches and shadows from
the limbs of the trees. It’s basically using
traditional artwork and then using digital
effects for additional creative finesse and
enhancements. I am very proud of the
dedication and quality of work from the
entire effects department on the film.
Brad Bird not only did an amazing job
of storytelling and direction but created a
film with so much heart that inspired and
reflected the love and devotion from this
amazing crew. In a way, it was a milestone,
coming out of a time of total 2D and
morphing into what is now a different,
fully CGI way of producing animated
films. I’m very proud to have been a part
of this amazing in-between stage that
really encompassed the transition of both
animation worlds.

“In a way, it was a
milestone, coming
out of a time
of total 2D and
morphing into
what is now a
different, fully CG
way of producing
animated films.”

from left: Steve Markowski,
Jeffrey Lynch, Allen Foster,
Alan Bodner, (not pictured
William Frake)

Photo by Tim Sullens

the traditional animation layouts and then
being able to composite all the new digital
elements back into everything else. This
is where the digital effects really came in,
because I had new tools to create different
elements and modify the existing imagery
to create the lightning effects with the
ability to create a look that was very spatial.
For the final shot of this opening
sequence, we needed to show the
shipwrecked yet surviving fisherman thrown
up on the rocks. This was predominantly 2D
effects animation over the CG ocean. We
made prints from the existing CG waves
then I rough animated the 2D ocean as a
guide for 2D effects animators who worked
over the prints. Once all the elements were
complete we could finesse all the final
imagery during compositing.
Another sequence, not as complex but
one that digital effects made very effective
— the flashlight scenes when Hogarth is
going through the woods at night. The
artwork itself is relatively straight forward
but the digital compositing effects proved
very effective. How we put it together to
get the flashlight lighting effects made
a big difference. We were given two
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JEFFREY LYNCH HEAD OF STORY
Lynch first met Bird on The Simpsons, where he worked on several of his shows and
they directed an episode together. After seven seasons, he joined Bird at Turner to
work on a noir sci/fi project called Ray Gunn. “Unfortunately, it got shelved when
Turner was taken over by Warner Bros.,” says Lynch. “I went off and worked on
another picture for three months, when Brad gave me a call for something called
The Iron Giant.”
In the beginning he offered me the
head of the story department. I had never
done it before so I told him, “Give me a
few months, let’s see how I do.” Luckily,
I managed to pull it off. The story really

“We were all young
and we were
all hungry. We
wanted to work on
something that would
make a difference.
We didn’t want to talk
about the good old
days, we wanted to
blaze new territory.”
spoke to me: It came from a time of
Cold War paranoia that permeated my
childhood. I remember doing the duckand-cover drills when I was in first grade,
then marching to the “safety” of the
gymnasium.
Brad was writing pages, and once I had
received them I would look at my crew
and say, okay, who’s best suited for this
material? Who’s going to really make
it shine? If it’s got more action, then
obviously Mark Andrews. If it’s all about
acting, it’s going to go to Viki Anderson,
who really had a spirit with characters.
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Sometimes there were things that I
knew weren’t working and I would assign
someone on the side to try to come up
with a solution. I wanted to see if we
could crack it before pitching it to Brad.
He welcomed that interaction; I felt like
we had a lot more freedom. Brad did
some great pages on Dean and Annie
[Hogarth’s mom] dating. It was an earlier
version, which is not in the final film. The
stuff was hilarious and we were boarding
it, but I had to go in and say, “This is a
story about a boy and his robot, and
we’re starting to spend a lot of screen
time on a love story.”
Dean Wellins has a great story sense.
He’s a big guy. He stands like six and a
half feet, and one day I felt his looming
presence in my doorway. I looked over
and he had this very unhappy look. He
had been working on a lot of material
about the trials and tribulations of how
the boy would prevent the town from
discovering the giant. We spent so much
time on it that the giant had become a
burden. Wellins said: “If I was a little kid
and I had a giant robot, I’d be having
some fun.”
It’s one of those things that’s staring
you in the face and it becomes painfully
obvious after someone mentions it.
The scenes with Hogarth and the giant
playing “flying car,” and jumping in
the lake, for example, came out of that
conversation. At the same time, it gave us
a vehicle to start weaving Dean, Hogarth
and the giant together emotionally.
One scene that stuck with me was the
death of the deer in the forest, where
the Iron Giant learns about the concept
of life and death. I can’t recall if we got

pages or whether it was something Brad
pitched to us, but I do remember that
it was Dean Wellins who boarded it. It
was a really difficult pivotal moment
to deliver. The scene starts very fun,
then turns into something serious and
profound. That leads into my second
favorite scene, which is later that evening
at the junkyard. The giant is pondering
what has happened that day and Hogarth
talks with him about: what is life, what is
death, what is a soul?
At the end of that second scene was
one of my favorite storyboard sequences,
also done by Kevin O’Brien, that wasn’t
in the original film—a dream sequence
broadcast from the giant’s mind that
Dean actually sees on his television.
It scares Dean half to death because,
essentially, we see a glimpse of the Iron
Giant’s original purpose—as a planet
killer. It was very stylized and cool.
Unfortunately, it wasn’t included in the
original release because the picture ran
out of time and money.
We were on a really compressed
schedule and just trying to get it done
was really tough. We were all young
and we were all hungry. We wanted to
work on something that would make a
difference. We didn’t want to talk about
the good old days, we wanted to blaze
new territory, and Brad has this fire in
him that challenged us to push ourselves
to higher levels.
When I saw it at the premiere, I knew
it was great. But leading up to it I was
immersed on For the Love of the Game. I
hadn’t seen any billboards, hadn’t seen
anything in the paper, hadn’t heard any
press and I’m thinking, what’s going on?
So it was pretty disappointing to realize
that this incredible film had been made
and no one knew about it.

left: The memorable scene
where the Iron Giant and
Hogarth talk about the
meaning of a soul
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F I N A L N OT E

ARE YA’ READY, KIDS?
SpongeBob SquarePants is turning 20 this year, and that reminds me
that I’ve been working in the animation industry for 20 years, too. I
got my first animation job as a background designer on the show in
late 1998—just a couple of episodes in—and I had the great pleasure
of being there for the first three seasons.
Working on SpongeBob was a pleasure for many reasons, but it was
mostly because of the people I got to work with. Looking back now,
it seems like that original crew was extraordinarily tight—many of
us spent time together outside of work and made fast friendships on
the job. Some of us took cooking classes, others took long lunches on
the golf course, and we all worked together on elaborate Halloween
displays at the studio. We showed up to art, film and music events
put on by co-workers; and it was all recorded by a couple of die-hard
documentarians on the crew. Someone on the current series recently
told me they recognized me from a video showing our last design
breakdown... it sounds like things got a little out of hand!
Those of us who have had a connection to the show over the last
20-plus years have recently had a poignant reason to reconnect
in celebrating the life of the show’s creator, Stephen Hillenburg,
who passed away last year. While it was truly heartbreaking to lose
Steve, seeing all of the folks who have been brought together by
SpongeBob was a reminder of how fortunate we are to have worked
with him on this endearing show.
I look at this crew photo from our first season and see people who
have been very important to me in my life and career. There’s the
college chum who offered me a chance to break into the industry, a
couple of roommates and lifelong friends, people who have moved
on to create their own shows and lead inspiring projects—some that
I’ve gotten to work on—and people who I still see regularly, though
we’ve moved on to other jobs on other productions at other studios.

SpongeBob SquarePants: Season One Crew
Photo courtesy of Marcy Dewey Mahoney, 1999
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It’s hard to believe it’s been 20 years since SpongeBob first aired, and it’s
amazing to think of all that’s changed and stayed the same since then.
– Paula Spence
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